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State-to-state energy transfer of NH „X 3SÀ,vÄ0,J ,N… in collisions
with He and N 2

Jan Leo Rinnenthala) and Karl-Heinz Gericke
Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Technische Universita¨t Braunschweig,
Hans-Sommer-Strasse 10, D-38106 Braunschweig, Germany

~Received 21 September 2000; accepted 6 March 2002!

State-to-state rotational energy transfer of ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) in collisions with He
and N2 is studied. A complete inversion between the metastable NH(a 1D) state and the
NH(X 3S2) state is generated via the photodissociation of hydrazoic acid at a wavelength of 266
nm. Single state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) is generated by applying the stimulated emission pumping
technique using the strongly forbidden NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombination transition around 794
nm. The ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) distribution is probed with respect to all quantum
states using laser induced fluorescence varying delay times and pressures. The collision induced
energy transfer between the different rotational and spin levels is extensively studied and two
comprehensive sets of rate constants for vibrationally elastic and rotationally inelastic collisions
with He and N2 as collision partners are given which include the effect of multiple collisions. We
find propensities for (DN50,D i 561) and (DN561,D i 50) transitions whereN represents the
quantum state for nuclear rotation andi represents the index of the spin componentFi . The
rotational relaxation for N2 as a collision partner occurs on the average three times faster than the
rotational relaxation with He as a collision partner. The energy dependence of the transition
efficiency for only the nuclear rotational quantum numberN obeys an energy-gap law for both He
and N2. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1473662#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an essential lack of information on the dyna
ics of rotationally inelastic collisional energy transfer with
the v50 manifold of the electronic and vibrational groun
state of small molecules like the NH radical. No informati
about state-to-state energy transfer from higherJ states than
J50,1 is available. But the electronic and vibrational grou
state is the most relevant quantum state for typical chem
processes in nature at temperatures up to about 1000 K
cause it is the most populated quantum state at these
peratures. The reason for this serious lack of informat
concerning state-to-state energy transfer within thev50
manifold of the electronic ground state is a preparation pr
lem of these quantum states. Generally, it is not possibl
populate a singleJ state exclusively because the rotation
levels are already populated and their population distribu
obeys a Boltzmann distribution.

Until now, state-to-state measurements of collision
duced energy transfer within the electronic and vibratio
ground state have only been performed for the lowest r
tional states (J50,1). A state selective preparation of th
lowestJ states can be achieved by decreasing the rotati
temperature in a molecular beam. Experiments like this,
pecially on the NH radical, were performed by Dagdigia1

By the use of a hexapole electric field a further selection
different L-levels as well asMJ substates can be achieved2

However, state selective preparation of higherJ states than

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
j.rinnenthal@tu-bs.de
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J51,2 have only been performed for vibrationally or ele
tronically excited molecules.3–6

In order to perform state-to-state studies of collision
duced rotational energy transfer of molecules in the el
tronic and vibrational ground state manifold we introduce
new technique for state selective laser preparation of higJ
quantum states.7 This new method is based on two steps.
the first and crucial step the molecules are generated
metastable excited state exclusively so that a complete in
sion is achieved. In the second step, the preparation step
electronic and vibrational ground state of the molecule
state selectively populated by stimulated emission pump
In order to perform subsequent state-to-state studies, the
erated ground state radicals can be detected with lase
duced fluorescence~LIF! as a function of collision numbers
The LIF spectra at different collision numbers contain all t
information about the population of all rotational states.

By the use of this preparation technique we perform
an extensive study of the collision induced energy flux b
tween the different rotational and spin states of ground s
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals colliding with Ne.8 We pub-
lished a comprehensive set of state-to-state rate cons
for inelastic collisions of NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) with
Ne up toN57 which includes the effect of multiple colli
sions. We found a propensity for (DN50,D i 561) and
(DN561,D i 50) transitions where those transitions whic
change the spin component and conserve the nuclear
tional quantum numberN (DN50,D i 561) are more effec-
tive. We further found a typical dependence of the rate c
il:
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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stants on the transferred energy which can be described b
energy-gap law~EGL!.

The aim of the present work is to understand if t
former observations are typical for the NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N)1X collision system or specific for the
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N)1Ne system. Thus state-to-state ra
constants for two more collision partners, He and N2, were
determined. We chose He as the collision partner beca
state-to-state rate constants for rotational energy transfe
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) with He can also be calculated the
retically on a very accurate basis. Helium has only two el
trons which reduces the calculation time for a potential
ergy surface~PES! of sufficient accuracy. On the other han
N2 was chosen as the collision partner because state-to-
rate constants for collisions with N2 are relevant for combus
tion processes when nitrogen-containing fuels are heated
fore entering the combustion zone because thermal dec
position occurs and produces low molecular weig
compounds including NH.9,10

II. EXPERIMENT

The detailed experimental setup and the data anal
have already been described in a previous publication.8 In
short, the preparation of the NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) ground
state radicals is realized in two steps: In the first step a 10
population inversion between the metastable NH(a 1D) state
and the NH(X 3S2) state is generated via 266 nm photolys
of HN3. In the second step the NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N)
ground state radicals are prepared via stimulated emis
pumping using the strongly forbidden NH(a 1D→X 3S2)
intercombination transition.11 In a third step the
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals are detected via LIF usin
the strong NH(A 3P←X 3S2) transition. A NH(A 3P
←X 3S2) LIF spectrum contains all information about th
population distribution within the NH(X 3S2) state. The
preparation of the NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) as well as the LIF
detection are completely state resolved with respect to
three spin componentsF1 , F2 , and F3 which implies that
also spin relaxation can be studied.

A necessary condition has to be fulfilled in the expe
ment: Complete rotational relaxation has to be significan
faster than electronic quenching and radiative decay
NH(a 1D). If the inversion between the metastab
NH(a 1D) state and the NH(X 3S2) state cannot be main
tained for the time period between the generation of the
version via the photodissociation of HN3 and the probe of
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N), the probe signal is distorted b
NH(X 3S2) radicals which do not result from rotational re
laxation of the initially prepared NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N)
state. We determined the radiative lifetime of NH(a 1D) in a
previous experiment via the saturation intensity of t
NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombination transition to bet
'12.5 s.11 The radiative decay of NH(a 1D) is too slow to
destroy the inversion during the relevant time scale of s
eral hundred nanoseconds. Similarly, the effect of electro
quenching is not strong enough to destroy the necessar
version during the relevant time scale, except for electro
quenching by the parent molecule HN3.12,13 Consequently,
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to A
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in order to study NH–He and NH–N2 collisions, the concen-
tration of HN3 was set to 1/100. At this concentratio
quenching by HN3 is sufficiently slow.

HN3, the precursor of NH, is generated by dropwi
adding small amounts of phosphoric acid under vacuum c
ditions to NaN3.14 The only evolving gas is HN3 which is
stored in a glass bulb at a maximum pressure of 1 kPa.
pressure in the glass bulb is monitored by a capacita
pressure transducer~MKS Baratron 221 AHS-D-100!. In or-
der to guarantee that NH–HN3 collisions are rare in com-
parison to NH–He and NH–N2 collisions on one hand and
the LIF signal is sufficient on the other hand, the stored H3

is diluted to a mixing ratio of HN3:He5HN3:N251:100 at
total pressures between 100 and 1600 Pa in the observ
chamber.

The observation chamber is evacuated by an oil dif
sion pump reaching a base pressure of 1022 Pa. The total
pressure in the observation chamber is monitored by ano
capacitance pressure transducer~MKS Baratron 221 AHS-D-
100!.

The generation of the NH(a 1D) radicals~first step! is
performed via the 266 nm photodissociation of HN3 by a 30
mJ light pulse from a Nd:YAG laser~Continuum Surelite
II-10!. At this wavelength the NH radical is exclusively pro
duced in its first exciteda 1D electronic state. The nascen
population distribution of the vibrational levels is known
be (v50):(v51):(v52)5(1):(0.3):(0.02).15 The mean
rotational energy of the nascent NH(a 1D,v50) radicals is
700 cm21 and its kinetic energy is 7040 cm21 which corre-
sponds to a velocity of 3320 m/s.16 However, the relaxed
velocity of a NH radical at a temperature of 300 K is abo
700 m/s. Consequently, caution must be used for rotatio
relaxation studies because collisions that also affect the
translational motion induce a change of the rotational qu
tum numbers~J,N!. Since the scope of this work is the ex
amination of collision induced rotational energy transfer
the absence of translational relaxation, it must be guaran
that the translational relaxation has already occurred be
the ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals are prepared
by the dump laser pulse. This can easily be achieved
choosing the delay time between photolysis and dump la
pulses that is sufficiently long. Since we determined in Do
pler experiments that the translational relaxation is about
times faster than the rotational relaxation7,17an upper limit of
this delay time is given by the quenching time
NH(a 1D).12,13 For He as a collision partner, we used a d
lay time of 100 ns. Because electronic quenching
NH(a 1D) by N2 is stronger a delay time of 50 ns is the be
compromise for the measurements with N2 as a collision
partner.

The completely state selective preparation of the grou
state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals ~second step! is per-
formed via the strongly forbidden NH(a 1D→X 3S2) inter-
combination transition in the wavelength region from 770
830 nm applying the stimulated emission technique. The
sired wavelength is supplied by a Nd:YAG laser pumped d
laser~Continuum YG 680, TDL 60, IRP! with a pulse width
of typically 7 ns and a pulse energy of 30 mJ. The two la
dyes LDS 765~760–800 nm! and LDS 821~795–840 nm!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are used with propylene carbonate and methanol as solv
A detailed description of the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) spectrum
can be found in Ref. 11. It consists of nine branches deno
asDNDJ(J) whereDN represents the change of the nucle
rotational quantum numberN andDJ represents the chang
of the total angular momentum quantum numberJ: OP(J),
PP(J), QP(J), PQ(J), QQ(J), RQ(J), QR(J), RR(J), and
SR(J).11 The pulse energy of 30 mJ is not sufficient to sa
rate the transition completely. Therefore the Ho¨nl–London
factors18 have to be used in order to calculate the prepara
efficiency of the NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) ground state radicals
via a certain line of the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) spectrum. Not
all branches are suitable for a preparation of NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N). First, the QP(J), QQ(J), and QR(J) branches
consist of overlapping lines not allowing a state select
preparation. Furthermore, the Ho¨nl–London factor of the
OP(J) branch is too small for an effective preparation of t
ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N). Finally, it is not pos-
sible to prepare the NH(X 3S2,v50,J50,N51) level be-
cause no transitions exist to that level, and t
NH(X 3S2,v50,J51,N52) state cannot be prepared sta
selectively because the only possible line for a preparat
namely theQR(1) line, overlaps with theQP(3) line. There-
fore for the preparation of theF1 levels, NH(X 3S2,v
50,J5N11,N), we usedRQ(J) lines, for the preparation o
F2 levels, NH(X 3S2,v50,J5N,N), we usedRR(J) lines
for low J values andPP(J) lines for highJ values, and for
the preparation of theF3 levels, NH(X 3S2,v50,J
2N,N), we usedPQ(J) lines. In total we prepared the fol
lowing 16 levels:

F1 levels: ~J52,N51!,~J53,N52!,

~J54,N53!,~J55,N54!,

F2 levels: ~J51,N51!,~J52,N52!,~J53,N53!,

~J54,N54!,~J55,N55!,

~J56,N56!,~J57,N57!,

F3 levels: ~J52,N53!,~J53,N54!,~J54,N55!,

~J55,N56!,~J56,N57!.

In a third and last step the detection of the NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) radicals is performed by LIF after a certain del
time using the strong NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50) tran-
sition (t5440615 ns).19 This transition was first observe
in 1893 and since then has been the subject of nume
investigations. A multitude of highly accurate experimen
data is available today.20–25 The electronic NH(A 3P
←X 3S2) transition consists of 27 branches which are d
noted as DJi 9(J9) for the nine main branches an
DNDJi 8,i 9(J9) for the 18 satellite branches whereDN5N8
2N9, DJ5J82J9, and i indicates the spin componentFi

( i 5N122J). We recorded the spectra in the region 335.
339 nm and used the branchesQ2(J), QP21(J), QR23(J),
QP32(J), Q3(J) OP12(J), OQ13(J), OP23(J), P3(J),
PQ23(J), P2(J), PR13(J), P1(J), andPQ12(J) for the popu-
lation determination of the rotational levels. All releva
states can be monitored completely state-selective in this
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to A
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gion. The desired wavelength region is supplied by an ex
mer ~Radiant Dyes, RD-EXC-200! pumped dye laser
~Lambda Physik, FL 3002! with a pulse energy of 2 mJ. Th
NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50) spectra are recorded und
saturated conditions which simplifies the population deter
nation because Ho¨nl–London factors need not be consider
and line intensities only depend on the degeneracies of
two involved levels of a transition. All three lasers a
aligned parallel to each other. The photolysis laser beam
the probe beam are focused by a 500-mm lens from one
into the observation chamber. The dump laser, which
counterpropagating the photolysis and the probe beam
focused by a 300-mm lens because the transition probab
of the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombination transition is
very low. The foci of the photolysis beam and the dum
beam are most carefully overlapped in order to force as m
NH(a 1D) radicals as possible into theX 3S2 state. The
focus of the probe laser beam (f 5500 mm) lies several cm
beside the foci of both the photolysis and the dump la
beams. Thus the detection laser beam surrounds the pho
sis and the dump beams in their focal region and the fly
of the NH(X 3S2) radicals out of the probe laser beam c
be neglected. All laser beams are guided through baffles
the observation chamber in order to reduce the influence
scattered light. Furthermore, all lasers operate at a repet
rate of 10 Hz and are triggered via two coupled trigger g
erators, a master trigger generator~Stanford Research Sys
tem DG 535!, and a slave trigger generator~homebuilt!. The
total fluorescence is monitored perpendicular to the la
beams throughf /1 optics and an interference filter (33
630 nm). A boxcar integrator~Stanford Research System
DG 535! registers, amplifies, and integrates the LIF sign
The boxcar integrator is triggered by the probe laser be
via a photodiode. Finally, a computer records the experim
tal data for further processing.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The population distribution of NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) at
a certain dump-detection delay time was extracted from
LIF spectra by the following procedure. First a spectrum
calculated for some arbitrary start values of the rotatio
population. Then it is iteratively optimized by minimizin
the least-squares sum of the difference between the ca
lated and the measured spectrum. This is realized in a C11
program. For every initially prepared quantum state we
corded several NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50) spectra at
different pressures and dump-detection delay times. As
example, in Figs. 1 and 2 three LIF spectra for three differ
total pressures in the observation chamber and the co
sponding extracted population distributions are shown.
nally, the obtained population profiles for each rotation
level are modeled using smoothing spline functions.

There are a few lines within the specified waveleng
region that do not belong to the NH(A 3P,v50
←X 3S2,v50) transition. These lines result from
NH(X 3S,v51) generated by electronic quenching
NH(a 1D). They are weak but they interfere with the line
resulting from NH(X 3S,v50). Therefore we subtracted th
NH(A 3P←X 3S2) detection spectrum which is obtaine
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Monitored and fitted NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50) LIF spectra of NH(X 3S2,v50)1He where NH(J54,N55) is the initial state which is
obtained by scanning the detection laser~left! and the corresponding quantum state populations which are obtained by fitting the spectra~right!. The initially
prepared quantum state is NH(X 3S2,v50,J54,N55). The mixing ratio is HN3 :He51:100. The delay time between the photolysis laser pulse and
dump laser pulse is in all cases set to 100 ns. The delay time between the dump laser pulse and the detection laser pulse is set to 50 ns in case~a! and case
~b!, and 100 ns in case~c!. The total pressure in the observation chamber is 100 Pa in case~a!, 900 Pa in case~b!, and 1600 Pa in case~c!. Case~a! represents
the nascent situation. Essentially only NH(X 3S2,v50,J54,N55) radicals are present@all lines originate from the singleF3(J54,N55) state#. Case~b!
represents the situation when the quantum state distribution is partly relaxed by collisions with He. Case~c! represents the situation where the quantum st
distribution is almost completely relaxed to a Boltzmann distribution at room temperature.
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Monitored and fitted NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50) LIF spectra of NH(X 3S2,v50)1N2 where NH(J54,N55) is the initial state which is
obtained by scanning the detection laser~left! and the corresponding quantum state populations which are obtained by fitting the spectra~right!. The mixing
ratio is HN3 :N251:100. In all cases the delay time between the photolysis laser pulse and the dump laser pulse is set to 50 ns. The delay time b
dump laser pulse and the detection laser pulse is set to 50 ns in case~a! and case~b!, and 80 ns in case~c!. The total pressure in the observation chamber
100 Pa in case~a!, 300 Pa in case~b!, and 700 Pa in case~c!. Case~a! represents the nascent situation. Essentially only NH(X 3S2,v50,J54,N55) radicals
are present@all lines originate from the singleF3(J54,N55) state#. Case~b! represents the situation when the quantum state distribution is partly relaxe
collisions with N2 . Case~c! represents the situation where the quantum state distribution is almost completely relaxed to a Boltzmann distribution
temperature.
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9781J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 22, 8 June 2002 Energy transfer of NH with He and N2
when the dump laser pulse is suppressed from the dete
spectrum which is obtained when the dump laser is pres
The resulting difference spectrum contains only informat
about those NH(X 3S2,v50) radicals only which initially
have been prepared with the dump laser pulse. In the exp
ment the spectra were recorded in two separated chan
Every second pulse of the dump laser is suppressed
trigger suppressor that inhibits theQ-switch of the dump
laser system. In addition, the trigger suppressor generat
signal for the computer to indicate in which channel the L
signal has to be stored.

In order to calculate the state-to-state rate constants
collision induced transitions between the single rotatio
levels we solve a system of first order coupled differen
equations which describes an ensemble of NH ground s
radicals which has been prepared at timet0 by a dump laser
pulse in a single NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) state, evolving in
time:

dPJ,N
J,N~ t !

dt
5@X#S (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !kX
~J,N!←~J8,N8!

2PJ,N
J,N~ t ! (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

kX
~J,N!→~J8,N8!D 1@HN3#

3S (
~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !kHN3

~J,N!←~J8,N8!

2PJ,N
J,N~ t ! (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!

kHN3

~J,N!→~J8,N8!D . ~1!

Equation ~1! describes the initially prepared state. Simil
equations hold for all rotational levels.PJ,N

J,N(t) is the popu-
lation of the~J,N! state~lower index! at time t for an initial
preparation of the same state~upper index!. PJ8,N8

J,N (t) is the
population of the (J8,N8) state at timet for an initial prepa-

ration of the~J,N! state.kX
(J,N)←(J8,N8) andkX

(J,N)→(J8,N8) are
the rate constants for a transition from the (J8,N8) state to
the ~J,N! state and vice versa which is caused by a collis

with X ~X5He or N2!. kHN3

(J,N)←(J8,N8) and kHN3

(J,N)→(J8,N8) are

the rate constants for HN3 as a collision partner.@X# is the
concentration of the collision partner He or N2 whereas
@HN3# is the concentration of HN3, the precursor of NH.
The sums extend over all states except the initially prepa
state. The first term in the brackets describes the popula
increase of the~J,N! state by transitions from the neighbo
ing (J8,N8) states whereas the second term describes
population decrease of the~J,N! state into the (J8,N8) states.
The equations are coupled by thePJ8,N8

J,N (t). In order to pre-
dict the time dependent populations of all statesPJ8,N8

J,N (t)
considered, it is necessary to solve the master equation
given start conditions. These start conditions are the pop
tions of each single state at timet0 , PJ8,N8

J,N (t0), which are
fixed with a pulse of the dump laser in the experiment. B
cause the preparation of a single NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) state
with a dump laser pulse is completely state selective we
tain the well-defined start conditions:
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PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t0!5d~J,N!,~J8,N8! , ~2!

where d (J,N),(J8,N8)51 if (J,N)5(J8,N8) and d (J,N),(J8,N8)

50 if (J,N)Þ(J8,N8). For a solution of the master equa

tion ~1! the rate constantskX
(J,N)←(J8,N8) , kX

(J,N)→(J8,N8) ,

kHN3

(J,N)←(J8,N8) , andkHN3

(J,N)→(J8,N8) are needed. For the extrac

tion of the rate constants from the experimental data incl
ing the effect of multiple collisions we use an iterative int
grated profiles method which is described in detail in
previous publication8 and is realized as a C program.

Generally, as in our previous study with Ne as the co
sion partner,8 we find a propensity for transitions to th
neighboring quantum states. In these transitions either
nuclear rotational quantum numberN is changed by61 or
the index of the spin componenti is changed by61. When
the nuclear rotational quantum numberN is changed transi-
tions which increaseN by 1 are more effective than trans
tions which decreaseN by 1. Transitions between highJ
states are less effective than transitions between lowJ states.
Transitions which changei by more than61 are found to be
extremely ineffective.

The complete set of state-to-state rate constants de
mined in this experiment is presented in Tables I–VIII for H
as the collision partner and Tables IX–XVI for N2 as the
collision partner. For the sake of clarity the~J,N! states are
denoted as (N,Fi) states wherei 5N122J. The initially
prepared (N,Fi) states are marked by an asterisk and
rate constants for collision induced transitions into all oth
states have been determined directly by fitting them
the master equation~1!. States which are indicated by
minus sign represent initial states which have not been
pared in the experiment. In this case the rate constants
the collision induced transitions to all other states ha
been calculated indirectly as described in a previo
publication.8 The accuracy of the values was determin

TABLE I. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N50, F1 rate constants, collision partner He
N F1 F2 F3

0 2

1 1.70 1.12 0.34
2 2.37 1.11 0.34
3 0.24 0.52 0.11
4 0.12 0.01 0.30
5 0.00 0.00 0.02
6 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sk58.30
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to be 0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for the rate constants
with He as the collision partner and 0.2
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for the rate constants with N2
as the collision partner by a linear fit in thet't0 regime@Eq.
~3! in Ref. 7#.

In the last row of each table the total rate constant
collision induced transitions out of the initial level is liste
~the decrease of the initially prepared state!, which represents
the sum over all other rate constants. Figure 3 represent

TABLE II. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N51 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N51, F1 Initial N51, F2 Initial N51, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 1.19 1.31 1.19
1 * 2.28 1.58 3.55 * 0.15 7.86 0.44 2

2 2.40 0.83 0.31 0.85 3.18 0.63 3.18 0.79 2.1
3 1.81 0.86 0.23 0.44 1.33 0.37 2.38 1.34 1.1
4 0.65 0.13 0.19 0.09 0.13 0.21 0.07 0.64 2.1
5 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.00 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.31 0.5
6 0.13 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.1
7 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.0
8 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk513.01 Sk512.66 Sk524.48

TABLE III. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N52 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N52, F1 Initial N52, F2 Initial N52, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 1.62 1.07 0.54
1 2.12 0.39 0.62 1.08 1.76 0.22 0.71 0.86 0.9
2 * 2.73 0.30 5.59 * 1.98 0.71 3.29 2

3 2.64 0.52 0.19 0.57 3.55 1.28 0.17 0.13 0.8
4 0.87 0.57 0.16 0.55 1.56 0.74 0.16 0.15 0.5
5 0.19 0.21 0.14 0.15 0.44 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.0
6 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
7 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.0
8 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk513.37 Sk520.73 Sk59.18
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dependence onN of the total rate constants for theF1 , F2 ,
andF3 levels as initial levels for He~above! and N2 ~below!
as the collision partners. Also shown are the mean total
constants averaged over the initiali. Generally, the total rate
constant decreases with increasingN, as can be seen ver
clearly for the mean total rate constants. The total rate c
stants for He as the collision partner withF3 levels as initial
levels have the strongest decrease withN if we look at the
slope,D(Sk)/DN, of a linear regression fit@D(Sk)/DN5
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TABLE IV. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N53 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N53, F1 Initial N53, F2 Initial N53, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.21 0.57 0.17
1 1.32 0.51 0.58 0.86 1.21 0.42 0.19 0.64 0.5
2 1.83 0.56 0.09 1.25 1.85 0.09 0.25 0.92 0.7
3 * 1.50 0.03 1.72 * 1.61 0.24 3.46 *
4 1.37 0.33 0.04 0.08 1.54 0.96 0.13 0.22 1.8
5 0.36 0.34 0.04 0.05 0.35 0.11 0.01 0.13 0.3
6 0.17 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.16 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.1
7 0.10 0.00 0.13 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.0
8 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.01 0.0

Sk59.62 Sk513.25 Sk510.04

TABLE V. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N54 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N54, F1 Initial N54, F2 Initial N54, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.16 0.02 0.62
1 0.13 0.01 0.01 0.27 0.18 0.92 0.52 0.55 1.2
2 1.52 0.11 0.13 0.47 1.09 0.15 0.36 0.34 0.6
3 1.50 0.36 0.09 0.83 1.69 0.12 1.18 2.09 1.7
4 * 1.90 0.05 1.56 * 2.70 1.24 3.42 *
5 1.35 0.59 0.00 0.37 1.05 0.94 0.05 0.30 1.3
6 0.00 0.18 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.14 0.05 0.00 0.1
7 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.18 0.00 0.06 0.10 0.00 0.1
8 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.00 0.0

Sk58.44 Sk512.90 Sk516.28
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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22.13 cm3 molecule21 s21# followed by the rate constant
with F1 @D(Sk)/DN521.90 cm3 molecule21 s21# and F2

@D(Sk)/DN521.77 cm3 molecule21 s21# levels as the ini-
tial level. Here the total rate constant for the (N50,F1) level
as the initial level is not taken into consideration because
(N50,F2) state for which the strongest transition probabil
would be expected does not exist. Total rate constants fo2

as the collision partner behave similarly as in the case of
as the collision partner, but, the values are higher and

TABLE VI. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N55 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N55, F1 Initial N55, F2 Initial N55, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.00 0.06
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.25 0.25 0.02 0.31 0.5
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.43 0.00 0.19 0.05 0.1
3 1.02 0.10 0.01 0.55 0.92 0.04 0.10 0.30 0.5
4 2.48 0.55 0.06 0.46 1.73 0.53 0.02 0.39 1.8
5 2 0.84 0.00 1.00 * 2.36 0.00 3.31 *
6 0.92 0.07 0.00 0.02 1.04 1.01 0.02 0.32 1.0
7 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.14 0.00 0.1
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.0

Sk56.13 Sk511.07 Sk59.48

TABLE VII. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N56 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N56, F1 Initial N56, F2 Initial N56, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.02 0.02
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.3
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.4
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.6
4 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.15 0.75 0.04 0.03 0.28 0.7
5 2.02 0.03 0.03 0.18 1.51 0.45 0.00 0.27 1.2
6 2 0.70 0.00 0.81 * 1.53 0.00 1.70 *
7 0.11 0.17 0.00 0.28 0.10 0.49 0.01 0.00 0.7
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.0

Sk53.44 Sk57.00 Sk56.98
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decreaseD(Sk)/DN of the rate constants with aF2 level as
the initial level is stronger relative to the other rate constan
The situation in our previous study8 where Ne was the col-
lision partner is different. Here the rate constants withF1

levels as the initial levels have the strongest decre
D(Sk)/DN. The reason for the decrease of the total r
constants with increasingN is the increase of the energ
spacing between the neighboring rotational levels and
typical strong dependence of the transferred energy i
collision.26
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TABLE VIII. State-to-state rate constantskHe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with He as th
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 0.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N57 rate constants, collision partner He

N

Initial N57, F1 Initial N57, F2 Initial N57, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.02 0.02
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.2
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.37 0.1
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.23 0.13 0.0
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.18 0.4
5 0.47 0.48 0.54 0.01 0.59 0.05 0.07 0.24 0.7
6 0.29 0.63 0.02 0.50 0.60 0.51 0.01 0.21 1.9
7 2 0.68 0.00 0.78 * 1.92 0.00 0.71 *
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.6

Sk53.11 Sk56.01 Sk56.26

TABLE IX. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N50, F1 rate constants, collision partner N2

N F1 F2 F3

0 2

1 20.00 8.75 0.94
2 11.24 7.66 0.64
3 4.72 0.77 0.69
4 1.80 0.29 1.56
5 0.00 0.09 0.06
6 0.00 0.00 0.10
7 0.00 0.00 0.02
8 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sk559.33
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Furthermore, in all studies including our study wi
Ne as the collision partner,8 the total rate constant fo
transitions out of the initial level (F3 ,N51) is extremely
high ~see Fig. 3!. The mean total rate constants av
raged over initial N, for He as the collision partne
are kF1→X58.16310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, kF2→X

511.95310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 and kF3→X511.81
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 @where the total rate constan
with the (N50,F1) level as the initial level is not taken int

TABLE X. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N51 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N51, F1 Initial N51, F2 Initial N51, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 14.03 10.27 3.26
1 * 3.82 2.37 4.73 * 1.96 11.81 5.82 2

2 12.24 1.73 0.49 5.18 10.35 3.75 19.46 7.83 7.
3 3.92 2.41 0.32 1.06 1.24 0.32 9.16 4.44 5.2
4 0.71 0.49 0.09 0.50 0.53 0.07 1.73 1.44 2.1
5 0.00 0.16 0.07 0.19 0.23 0.07 0.00 0.61 0.9
6 0.19 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.2
7 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.0
8 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk543.32 Sk540.61 Sk581.68

TABLE XI. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N52 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N52, F1 Initial N52, F2 Initial N52, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 7.70 7.37 1.02
1 9.06 2.81 3.82 5.83 7.24 2.16 1.10 5.11 3.4
2 * 6.12 0.17 6.84 * 0.80 0.39 1.32 2

3 12.98 2.46 0.20 1.59 7.82 3.53 0.43 0.93 7.5
4 3.32 0.49 0.27 3.04 1.53 0.27 0.20 0.22 1.2
5 0.30 0.59 0.11 0.22 1.15 0.29 0.00 0.06 0.5
6 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.85 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.1
7 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.0
8 0.32 0.14 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk551.03 Sk551.31 Sk523.74
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consideration#. The mean total rate constant forF2 levels as
the initial level is the largest, similar to our previous stu
with Ne as a collision partner,8 however, the error bars~1.2
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, see Tables I–VIII! overlap
for kF2→X and kF3→X in this case. The reason is probab
that generally collision induced transitions which chan
the spin component by61 are the most effective colli-
sions. Only transitions which originate from anF2 level
have two possibilities for such a transition, where
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TABLE XII. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N53 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N53, F1 Initial N53, F2 Initial N53, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 4.02 0.85 1.06
1 3.22 0.84 2.23 1.14 0.99 1.40 0.73 3.06 2.2
2 13.30 1.07 0.23 3.66 6.70 0.64 1.30 2.91 7.2
3 * 3.45 0.22 7.56 * 0.44 0.72 5.15 *
4 9.44 2.05 0.42 0.55 5.65 0.47 0.51 2.97 7.4
5 3.12 0.36 0.37 0.13 0.16 0.10 0.16 2.20 0.2
6 0.07 0.14 0.30 0.32 0.01 0.01 0.38 0.05 0.0
7 0.28 0.01 0.02 0.21 0.01 0.00 0.29 0.02 0.0
8 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.49 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0

Sk545.24 Sk531.50 Sk538.82

TABLE XIII. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N54 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N54, F1 Initial N54, F2 Initial N54, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 2.34 0.46 3.20
1 0.76 0.44 0.65 0.41 0.39 0.66 0.77 4.10 1.2
2 4.09 1.48 0.16 3.16 0.90 0.22 1.46 2.97 1.6
3 9.56 2.33 0.16 3.30 6.70 0.33 1.92 4.06 4.2
4 * 2.00 0.48 3.21 * 3.69 0.32 3.52 *
5 5.54 4.74 0.55 0.26 3.97 1.26 0.90 0.58 3.9
6 0.07 0.41 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.67 1.0
7 1.06 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.49 0.00 0.0
8 0.73 0.13 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.0

Sk537.79 Sk529.27 Sk537.20
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transitions which originate from anF1 or an F3 level
have only one such possibility. The situation for t
mean total rate constants for transitions with N2

as the collision partner is completely different. He
it is kF1→X532.04310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, kF2→X

530.85310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 ~unexpectedly the
lowest of the three values!, and kF3→X534.62
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The rate constants with
N2 as the collision partner are about three times higher t

TABLE XIV. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N55 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N55, F1 Initial N55, F2 Initial N55, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.25 0.22
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.29 0.50 0.13 0.33 0.9
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.09 0.30 0.10 0.67 0.95 1.1
3 8.79 0.29 0.25 0.59 2.02 0.09 1.42 1.37 1.4
4 10.21 0.40 1.06 0.64 6.30 0.29 0.22 1.23 5.4
5 2 2.29 0.07 2.72 * 4.50 0.10 4.34 *
6 2.38 0.18 0.35 1.34 2.85 0.18 0.12 0.43 0.6
7 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.0
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.23 0.00 0.0

Sk526.36 Sk524.41 Sk523.59

TABLE XV. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate cons
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indic
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N56 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N56, F1 Initial N56, F2 Initial N56, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.03 0.69
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.18 0.09 0.07 0.5
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.7
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 1.50 0.03 0.10 0.87 1.6
4 0.30 0.10 0.17 0.36 2.45 0.08 0.10 0.97 1.6
5 5.24 2.49 0.18 0.45 4.48 0.47 1.07 0.20 4.6
6 2 1.51 0.05 1.75 * 5.50 0.07 3.35 *
7 0.32 0.19 0.19 0.54 0.24 1.97 0.12 0.04 2.9
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk510.74 Sk520.61 Sk520.15
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those with He or Ne. This can be explained with the ad
tional rotational degrees of freedom of the N2 molecule.

For the state-to-state rate constants~Tables I–VIII for He
as the collision partner and Tables IX–XVI for N2 as the
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TABLE XVI. State-to-state rate constantskN2

(J,N)→(J8,N8) in units of

10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions with N2 as the
collision partner. The accuracy of the single rate constants is 0
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21, the accuracy of the sums is 1.
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The asterisk indicates initial levels whic
have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate constants
such an initial level are determined directly. The minus sign indicates in
levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate const
with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last row contains
sum of all rate constants which originate from the considered level indica
with an asterisk or a minus sign.F2(N50) andF3(N50) levels do not
exist.

Initial N57 rate constants, collision partner N2

N

Initial N57, F1 Initial N57, F2 Initial N57, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.11 0.39
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.18 0.02 0.06 0.2
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.18 0.15 0.1
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.14 0.00 0.25 0.17 0.0
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.29 0.07 0.36 0.41 0.2
5 0.42 0.15 0.87 0.03 0.54 0.04 0.13 0.19 1.0
6 0.83 1.22 0.23 0.57 0.47 1.00 0.64 0.18 4.3
7 2 5.35 0.76 6.11 * 6.42 1.00 3.76 *
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.05 3.1

Sk59.83 Sk518.26 Sk517.15

FIG. 3. Plot of the sum over all rate constants out of the (N,F1), (N,F2),
and (N,F3) states depending on the initial nuclear rotation quantum num
N for He ~upper part! and N2 ~lower part! as the collision partners. The
numerical average value is indicated by ‘‘mean.’’
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. State-to-state rate constants of collision induced transitions with
~upper part! and N2 ~lower part! with an F1 level as the initial level and a
neighboring level as the final level depending on the initial nuclear rota
quantum numberN.

FIG. 5. State-to-state rate constants of collision induced transitions with
~upper part! and N2 ~lower part! with an F2 level as the initial level and a
neighboring level as the final level depending on the initial nuclear rota
quantum numberN.
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to A
collision partner! generally the most effective transitions a
transitions between neighboring levels. These are the
constants where either the nuclear rotational quantum n
ber N is changed by61 or the index of the spin componen
i is changed by61. If the spin component indexi is changed
by D i 562 the rate constants are much lower. For collisi
induced transitions which occur within the same spin co
ponent we observe a regular behavior as is found in m
other experiments described in the literature.27 ‘‘Regular’’
means that there is a resonance for low transferred ener

e

n

e

n

FIG. 6. State-to-state rate constants of collision induced transitions with
~upper part! and N2 ~lower part! with an F3 level as the initial level and a
neighboring level as the final level depending on the initial nuclear rota
quantum numberN.

TABLE XVII. State-to-state rate constants in units of 10211

cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions only considering th
nuclear rotation quantum numberN. The collision partner is He.

Final
stateN

Initial quantum stateN

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 2 1.23 1.08 0.32 0.27 0.02 0.01 0.01
1 3.16 2 2.91 2.08 1.29 0.48 0.16 0.10
2 3.82 4.76 2 2.54 1.62 0.28 0.16 0.19
3 0.87 3.31 3.28 2 3.20 1.19 0.51 0.16
4 0.43 1.43 1.77 2.17 2 2.68 0.80 0.26
5 0.02 0.42 0.44 0.57 2.00 2 1.91 1.06
6 0.00 0.13 0.05 0.25 0.22 1.48 2 1.56
7 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.12 0.21 0.47 0.63 2

8 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.03 0.04 0.42
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Summing up, we find the following ‘‘propensities’’ for colli
sion induced transitions with He and N2 as the collision part-
ner, similar to our previous study with Ne:8

DN50, D i 561, ~3!

DN561, D i 50. ~4!

Figure 4 represents a plot of the collision induced state
state rate constants for transitions between neighboring
els concerningN and i dependent on the initialN value for
He as the collision partner~upper part of Fig. 4! and for N2

as the collision partner~lower part of Fig. 4! with initial
levels belonging to theF1 spin component. Generally, th
transition efficiency decreases with increasingN, agreeing
well with a strong transition efficiency dependence on
transferred rotational energyDE. For the same reason th
transitions (F1→F1 ,N→N21) are more effective than th
transitions (F1→F1 ,N→N11). Exceptions areN,3 in the
case of He andN52 in the case of N2 . This is also the case
for the analogous transitions within the other spin com
nents~see Figs. 5 and 6!. In the case of He and for quantum
numbersN.2 the transitions (F1→F1 ,N→N21) are the
most effective transitions except forN54 andN57 whereas
in the case of N2 these transitions are the most effective on
except forN52 andN57. In the case of He these trans
tions have a local minimum of the efficiency at the quant
number N54. For N.1 the transitions (F1→F3 ,N→N)
with D i 52 have the lowest efficiency for both He and N2

due to violation of the propensities of Eqs.~3! and ~4!. For
low N values the efficiency of those transitions rises sligh
This is similar to the case of Ne as the collision partner.8

Figure 5 shows the dependence of transitions betw
the neighboring rotational quantum states on the ini

TABLE XVIII. State-to-state rate constants in units o
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21 for collision induced transitions only conside
ing the nuclear rotation quantum numberN. The collision partner is N2 .

Final
stateN

Initial quantum stateN

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 2 9.28 5.36 1.98 2.00 0.16 0.24 0.17
1 29.69 2 13.51 5.30 3.14 0.77 0.34 0.18
2 19.54 22.82 2 12.37 5.35 1.40 0.38 0.20
3 6.18 9.36 12.51 2 10.86 5.43 1.46 0.20
4 3.65 2.56 3.53 9.83 2 8.61 2.04 0.53
5 0.15 0.75 1.08 2.29 7.26 2 6.40 1.14
6 0.10 0.22 0.39 0.43 0.83 3.48 2 3.15
7 0.02 0.10 0.06 0.28 0.59 0.15 2.19 2

8 0.00 0.04 0.37 0.20 0.32 0.11 0.03 1.7

TABLE XIX. Energy-gap law~EGL! parameters for collision induced tran
sitions between differentN states. The collision partner is He.a is in units of
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21. b is dimensionless.

Initial N 0–7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a 0.62 2.28 0.98 1.08 0.69 0.92 1.82 0.17 0.1
Da 0.1 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.1
b 1.18 2.88 1.19 1.56 1.21 1.32 0.42 0.72 0.3

Db 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.2
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nuclear rotational quantum numberN for initial levels within
the F2 spin component. For He as the collision partner~up-
per part of Fig. 5! the (F2→F2 ,N→N21) transitions do not
change significantly with increasingN and also the minimum
at N54 @see the analogous transition (F1→F1 ,N→N21)
in Fig. 4# is very weak. In the case of N2 as the collision
partner~lower part of Fig. 5! the minimum atN54 does not
exist at all. Here, the efficiency is very high for lowN values
decreasing monotonously. ForN54 and N55 the (F2

→F2 ,N→N21) transitions are the strongest. For both H
and N2 the efficiency of the transition (F2→F2 ,N→N11)
is lower than the efficiency of the (F2→F2 ,N→N21) tran-
sitions except forN52. For the two possible spin compone
changing transitions (F2→F1 ,N→N) and (F2→F3 ,N
→N) in all cases@including our study with Ne~Ref. 8!# for
valuesN.3 the (F2→F3 ,N→N) transitions are more ef
fective than the (F2→F1 ,N→N) transitions.

In Fig. 6 the rate constants of the transitions between
neighboring rotational quantum states with anF3 state as the
initial state are shown. Except for He,N53 and N2, N,4
the (F3→F3 ,N→N21) transition is more effective than th
(F3→F3 ,N→N11) transition as is expected from th
strong dependence onDE. Furthermore, in the case of H
the (F3→F2 ,N→N) transition is most effective except fo
N51 andN57. For N57 the (F3→F3 ,N→N21) transi-
tion is the most effective one. In the case of N2 andN.3 the
(F3→F3 ,N→N21) transition is most effective whereas fo
N53 and N52 the (F3→F3 ,N→N11) transition is the
most effective one. For both He~upper part of Fig. 6! and N2

~lower part of Fig. 6!, the (F3→F1 ,N→N) transition, which
generally is very weak@due to violation of the propensity
rule ~3!#, is the strongest transition forN51 as the initial
level. This unexpected result was also observed in our p
vious study with Ne.8

Previously, Dagdigian used a crossed beam apparatu
determine the relative cross sections for transitions out of
NH(X 3S2,v50,J51,N50) state by collisions with argon
at a collision energy of 410 cm21.28 Because of the fact tha
argon is a structureless target these state-to-state cross
tions should be qualitatively comparable to the state-to-s
rate constants we obtained for He in this work. The e
ciency decreases with increasingN and the efficiency of tran-
sitions into levels which change the spin component m
than one unit are ineffective. The results of Dagdigian
therefore in agreement with our observations and support
propensity rules.

Tables XVII and XVIII represent the state-to-state ra
constants that result if only the nuclear rotation quant
numberN is considered. The values are obtained by cal
lating the mean value of the rate constants of the three in
states (N,F1), (N,F2), and (N,F3) and calculating the sum
over the three final states (N8,F1), (N8,F2), and (N8,F3).
First, collision induced transitions which change the nucl
rotation quantum numberN by only 61 are clearly preferred
Second, there is a strong dependence on the initial nuc
rotational quantum numberN. The rate constants for high
initial N values are clearly smaller than the rate constants
low N values.

In order to quantify the dependence of the rate consta
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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on the transferred energy,DE, the same procedure as for th
case of Ne as the collision partner8 is employed. The param
eters of the energy-gap law~EGL! for vibrationally elastic
collisions29 are fitted to obtain the best agreement with t
experimentally determined rate constants. It should be m
tioned that the EGL just gives an overall impression of
rate constants as a function of energy. The EGL is not
exact representation of the individual rate constants. In
two-parameter version of the EGL a vibrationally elastic a
rotationally inelastic rate constant is expressed by

kN→N8
EGL

5a~2N811!e~bDE/kT!, ~5!

whereDE5uEN82ENu represents the transferred energy a
a andb are the two fit parameters. In order to obtain a line
form of Eq. ~5! we first divide on both sides by the standa
rate constantk0510211 cm23 molecule21 s21 and then take
the logarithm,

lnS kN→N8
EGL

k0~2N811!
D 5 lnS a

k0
D2bS DE

kT D . ~6!

Using the scaling law in this form we perform a linear fit
our experimental data. Tables XIX and XX contain the
sults of this linear fit for He and N2 as the collision partners
Furthermore, in order to obtain differential values fora(N)
andb(N) we also fitted the data separately for every sin
initial quantum numberN. The results for these fits are als
included in Tables XIX and XX. Figures 7 and 8 represe
the plots of the linear fits for all initial quantum numbersN
for He and N2 as the collision partners. The general shape
the experimentally determined values indicates in both ca
He and N2, that the EGL scaling law is suitable to descri
the general dependence of the rate constants on the t
ferred energyDE. In Figs. 9 and 10 the plots of the linear fi
for separate initialN values are shown. In general, the EG
scaling law is a good approximation of the rate const
dependence on the energy transfer, although individualk val-
ues might vary up to one order of magnitude.

IV. CONCLUSION

We completely state-selectively prepared NH radicals
their electronic and vibrational ground state (X 3S2,v
50,J,N) using a new preparation technique7 and extensively
examined the state-to-state collision induced rotational
ergy transfer. We examined the collision induced change
the rotational quantum numberN as well as the collision
induced change of the spin componentFi . We presented
state-to-state rate constants of collisions with He and N2. In

TABLE XX. Energy-gap law~EGL! parameters for collision induced tran
sitions between differentN states. The collision partner is N2 . a is in units
of 10211 cm3 molecule21 s21. b is dimensionless.

Initial N 0–7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a 2.62 8.66 4.73 3.15 3.16 3.62 3.40 0.30 0.1
Da 0.8 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.6 1.0 0.5 0.1
b 1.34 2.16 1.56 1.34 1.39 1.39 0.32 0.47 0.2

Db 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.2
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this work and in our previous work8 state-to-state rotationa
energy transfer is examined for the first time within a m
lecular ground state.

Series of LIF spectra were recorded and fitted in orde
determine the population distributions at different collisi
numbers of NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) molecules initially pre-
pared in a single quantum state. The population data w
modeled using smoothing spline functions, and state-to-s
rate constants were calculated by an iterative algorithm in
grating the population profiles.

As in our previous study8 with Ne as the collision part-
ner the rate constants obey the propensity rules

FIG. 7. Logarithmic energy-gap law~EGL! plot of (N→0,1,...,8) transitions
with He as the collision partner. The straight line represents the linear fit
results in the obtained EGL constants. The plot shows that the energy
law describes the gross dependence of rate constants from the trans
energy. The deviation from the straight line is a property of each sin
collision induced transition and does not represent the experimental e
which lies at 0.08k0 .

FIG. 8. Logarithmic energy-gap law~EGL! plot of (N→0,1,...,8) transitions
with N2 as the collision partner. The straight line represents the linear fit
results in the obtained EGL constants. The plot shows that also with N2 as
the collision partner the energy-gap law describes the dependence o
constants from the transferred energy. The deviation from the straight lin
a property of each single collision induced transition and does not repre
the experimental error which lies at 0.25k0 .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Logarithmic energy-gap law~EGL! plots of (N→0,1,...,8) transitions with He as the collision partner separated for different initialN.
o
ally,

ial
DN50, D i 561 and DN561, D i 50.

Thus usually collision induced transitions between neighb
ing levels are the most effective transitions.
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to A
r-

The rate constants for N2 as the collision partner are
three times higher than the rate constants for He. Gener
the transition efficiency decreases with increasingN. How-
ever, the total rate constant for transitions out of the init
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Logarithmic energy-gap law~EGL! plots of (N→0,1,...,8) transitions with N2 as the collision partner separated for different initialN.
d ge
om
val-
ing
level (F3 ,N51) is extremely high. Surprisingly, for He an
N2 as the collision partners the transition (F3→F1 ,N51
→N51) is the strongest of all transitions with anF3 level as
the initial level.
Downloaded 18 Jun 2002 to 134.169.41.165. Redistribution subject to A
(N→N8) rate constants, which only consider the chan
in the nuclear rotation quantum number, were extracted fr
the state-to-state rate constants by calculating the mean
ues concerning the three initial spin components and tak
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the sum over the three final spin components. The deta
dependence of the (N→N8) rate constants on the transferre
energy is examined by fitting the experimental data to a
parameter version of the energy-gap law~EGL! for vibra-
tionally elastic collisions.29 EGL parameters for every singl
initial quantum numberN are calculated. The EGL param
eters are different for very initial quantum numberN and the
resolved state-to-state rate constants (J,N→J8N8), from
which the (N→N8) rate constants are calculated, vary tr
mendously. Nevertheless, the EGL well describes the va
of the rate constants. Thus the rate constant behavior
cerning the transferred energy and implicitly the quant
numberN is regular.

The experimentally determined rate constants are
mendously important because they allow the solution of
master equation~1! for chemical transformations that occu
in nature around several hundred kelvin where small m
ecules are in the electronic and vibrational ground state.
ditionally, the data~especially for He as a collision partne
because it has only two electrons! are of great value for the
theory of collision dynamics because they represent a be
mark for the theoretical treatment of collisions involvin
X 3S2 states of molecules.
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